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Description

Learning Objectives





Discover how VR is being used in Preconstruction
Understand how VR can increase internal and external collaboration
Learn best practices associated with creating VR templates
Learn the benefits of linking to external data sources such as Forge and BIM 360

This class will demonstrate how Skanska is capitalizing on virtual reality (VR) to foster
collaboration and communication between design, preconstruction, and operations in one of the
world’s largest construction companies. The class will provide specific examples, including
international coordination between Skanska USA and Skanska Sweden, external collaboration
between the architect and the construction manager, and internal collaboration within
preconstruction service groups, such as scheduling and estimating. We will also discuss
benefits and best practices. These include the benefits of a templatized, data-centered
approach that enables the user to create immersive experiences for any platform.

Speaker(s)
Kelsey Stein specializes in BIM, VDC, and AR/VR services at Skanska. She has ten years of
industry experience in the USA, Australia, and New Zealand. Prior to joining Skanska, she
worked as an architectural designer for Populous where she worked on large-scale sports
architecture facilities. She graduated Magna Cum Laude from Drury University with a Bachelor
of Architecture and has a Master of International Construction Management from the University
of Florida. She is also a LEED Accredited Professional.
Henrik Ljungberg currently holds the position of Digital Innovation Manager within Skanska
Sweden Digital Hub, responsible for digital innovation and development projects supporting
operational efficiency in Skanska Sweden construction projects. Prior to this new role Henrik led
a Skanska group wide study to find AR/VR activities within Skanska’s Business Units globally,
and to find common areas of interest where we could cooperate, co-develop and share.
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Dave Tyner is the Thought Leadership Program Manager for Autodesk Construction’s Customer
Success Group. His team focuses on enabling ROI with AR/VR technology for AEC customers
through the contextualization of BIM data.
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Introduction
Current Workflow
The current workflow for creating customized immersive environments from Revit requires a
considerable about of time for data preparation and expertise in 3ds Max. One-click solutions
are available, but they do not allow for customization and most do not provide access to BIM
data in the immersive environment. Access to data is critical for contextualizing cost and
schedule data in an immersive environment.

Cloud Workflow
A cloud-based workflow links BIM 360 and the Forge Design Automation Service (Forge DAS)
with game engines, such as Unity and Unreal. The Forge DAS processes Revit files in the
cloud, based on a variety of customizable scripts, resulting in output files such as 3ds Max,
FBX, and CSV files. These files can then be linked into game engines to create immersive
environments. These game engines offer a variety of output formats such as AR/VR, desktop,
mobile, and tablet.

Cloud Benefits
A cloud-based workflow decreases the amount of data preparation time, allowing more time for
immersive experience development. Cloud automation also makes updates on demand
possible. Traditional workflows require taking the model off-line to create an immersive
environment. Meanwhile, the design progresses, resulting in an immersive environment that
does not match the current design. Cloud automation makes it possible to create immersive
environments that are up to date with the current design.
Cloud-based workflows tied to game engines also allow for greater functionality than one-click
solutions. Using customized scripts in game engines, it is possible to show cost and schedule
data in immersive environments. A greater number of output formats are also possible: AR/VR,
desktop, mobile, and tablet. Finally, creating templates in game engines makes it possible to
work in a collaborative way and share development. An immersive template is repeatable and
scalable on any sized project for any project location.
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BIM 360 + Forge Design Automation Service (Forge DAS)
Forge DAS Setup
The Forge DAS Team will create a Forge DAS Project in your BIM 360 Account.
The config, input and output folders will be created by Forge DAS Team.
Baseline 3ds Max scripts and json files will already be uploaded to the configuration folder.
You can also customize the scripts in the configuration folder.

Using Forge DAS
Select the Forge Design Automation Service folder in BIM 360.

Folders for Forge DAS.
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Next, you create an input sub folder, where you will upload your Revit file from another BIM 360
project, a local drive, or point to another BIM 360 project. You can also set an automation to run
the config scripts at predestined time, such as daily, weekly, monthly, or at milestone dates.

Input Folder.

After the upload is processed, an output folder will automatically be created. Here you can view
the files processed by the scripts in the config folder. In this example, FBX and CSV files were
created. The FBX and CSV files will be added to the immersive template in the next step.

Output Folder.
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You can process multiple files at a time, resulting in output files.

Multiple Input Files.

Multiple Output Files.
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Game Engines
There are a variety of game engines available to create immersive environments. Unity and
Unreal are the two primary engines. A Unity workflow will be discussed in depth.

Template Benefits
Templates are a quick and easy way to create immersive environments without the need for
extensive programming experience. Once the initial programming is complete, anyone can use
game engines with very little programming experience. This handout will focus on streamlining
the workflow for this process, providing quick turnarounds for pursuits and conceptual
estimates.
To quickly create immersive environments, it is essential to setup project templates that are
simple and repeatable. The project template will serve as the baseline for projects of any size,
scale, or location. This template can be copied into each new project and, with only a few
updates, create interactions within the 3D environment. This template can be created in-house
by someone with programming experience or by an external party. There are three main
components to this template: geometry, cost data, and schedule data.
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Unity Workflow
1. Add Geometry
Open the Project Template.
Import your FBX files into the Project Assets.

Import FBX.

Drag and drop the FBX file from the Assets folder into the Scene Hierarchy under Models.

FBX in Scene Hierarchy.
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2. Add BIM Data
Select the FBX and locate the CSV file and on the CollectPropertiesFromCSV tab, select run.

Run Properties Script.

After you run the CollectPropertiesFromCSV, it will populate each individual FBX with its
associated Revit Properties.

Revit Properties in Unity.
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3. Add Schedule Data
Next, you create Activities by selecting the Listmaking Tab and clicking Run.
This will auto populate the Activities under the Hierarchy Tab.

Activities Schedule.
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Output Formats
Linking geometry and data in game engines allows data to be understood in context. For
example, you can display 4D construction sequences and 5D cost models.

Saved Scenes
This template includes two output formats Desktop and VR. They are saved as samples scenes
in the Unity Template: Desktop (SampleScene) and VR (SampleSceneVR).

Output Templates Saved as Unity Scenes.
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Desktop Template Features
BIM Properties
Use the curser to view the BIM data of each object (Based on Revit parameters of each Revit
ID).

BIM Data.

Scheduling
Use the Timeline Slider to view a 4D construction sequence of the project.

Scheduling Slider.
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Cost Data
Use the Cost Panel to view a 5D cost model of the project (tied to schedule).

Cost Panel.

Mini Map
Use the Mini Map Panel to orient yourself on the project site.

Mini Map.
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VR Template Features
BIM Properties
Use the pointer in the VR mode to view the BIM data of each object (Based on Revit parameters
of each Revit ID).

BIM Data.

Scheduling
Below is a sample of the VR version of the Timeline Slider.

Scheduling Slider.
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Benefits
Democratization of Data
Benefits include increased client, designer, and contractor involvement. Using immersive
environments, it is possible to contextualize data, providing a better understanding of the
project. A greater variety of people have access to information in formats that were previously
unavailable. In addition to traditional rendering and videos, real-time rendering provides the
additional output of 3D immersive environments. These virtual environments enhance the client
experience by allowing them to understand their project. This allows for client greater input
during the early design phases of the project and enables them to make real-time design
decisions. This benefits all parties involved.

Mitigate Risks
Immersive environments can help mitigate risks by providing an opportunity for design review,
schedule optimization, and cost certainty. The project can be reviewed to confirm design intent
is being met. P6 schedule can be reviewed in an animated construction sequence; verifying
existing schedules and optimizing them. Estimates can also be reviewed to ensure cost
certainty.

Win More Work
Time savings associated with data preparation are achieved through cloud automation using
BIM 360 and the Forge DAS. Game engine templates decrease the time and effort associated
with producing high quality immersive experiences. Reducing the time and effort it takes to
produce an attractive proposal allows this process to be used on any sized project in any
location. This ultimately leads to winning more work.
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Additional Information
There are multiple workflows for cost and scheduling loading a model. Assemble is one tool.
Below are steps to cost and schedule load a Revit model using Assemble.

Publish and Sync Using Assemble
Open the Revit model and publish to Assemble.

Publish to Assemble.
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In Assemble, input the Start_Date, End_Date, Duration, Unit, and Unit Cost to Model Properties.

Add Data to Model Properties,

Sync the Assemble edited Model back into the original Revit model.

Sync from Assemble to Revit.
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Forge DAS Detailed Process
1. Administrator sets up folders and configuration files (once).

Scripts in the Config Folder.

2. Upload a Revit file to the Input Folder.

Upload Revit File.
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3. Webhook Server is notified that a new file has been uploaded.

Webhook Notification.

4. Webhook Server launches Design Automation using Forge.

Forge Design Automation.
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5. Forge Automation finalizes and uploads the outputs to BIM 360.

BIM 36o Output Folder.

For more information please see below:

Contact Information: Forge Design Automation Service
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